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The 140 Best Twitter Feeds of 2013

Every year, TIME recognizes those who exemplify the very best wit and wisdom Twitter has to offer. Here are the 140 feeds that inspire us to laugh, learn or shake our heads in wonderment.

Business and Finance

Betsey Stevenson and Justin Wolters

By Christopher Matthews | March 25, 2013 | Add a Comment

Betsey Stevenson
@BetseyStevenson

It was an honor to work for Secretary Solis--she is deeply committed to working families and to a fair and prosperous labor market.

9:59 PM - 09 Jan 13

11 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

Justin Wolters
@justinwolters

When Bernanke boasts of the best inflation record of any Fed Chair, and he has a dual mandate, he's admitting he's failed the unemployed.

4:32 PM - 26 Feb 13

27 RETWEETS 8 FAVORITES

These University of Michigan economists are the power-couple of public policy. Though they can get a bit wonkish, follow Wolters for his real-time insights into the monthly jobs data, and Stevenson for her quips about labor policy.

Follow @TIME & tell us what you think of our list using hashtag #Twitter140